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Dealer Profiles by Tom Craig

by Kevin Day-Thorburn

I won a prize too. Included
in the nice bundle of goodies I received
was something that looked interesting,
but I had no clue what it could be, so it
sat in that pile of items so many of us have
labelled “unidentified.” Then, after a number of months, I photographed it and put it
on a coin forum called coincommunity.com
and in under an hour one of the members
was able to let me know what it was.
It turns out it is a Washington “No Good”
token. Identifying it was wonderful, but it
got even better learning it may be a scarce
piece. I’ve only found three references to

In 1999, Brian decided to open a store in Saint John, NB on
Waterloo Street and Mike continued to operate the Moncton store. Eventually, Brian purchased a store on King Street
and closed the Waterloo Street location.
In the coin business, nothing stays the same for long. In
2012 Brian decided to concentrate on his expanding business in Moncton and with that decision, the Saint John store
was taken over by Steve Small.
The Cameron Street location was deemed too small to grow,
so a new location was sought. An opportunity came up as
the CIBC branch on Main Street was vacated. This was
deemed to be the location that would afford growth and expansion for many years to come. It is two floors and contains
the bank’s vault, a nice feature to have in this business.
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How does an American
token tie in with our coin
club? Well, many of you
may remember that during the summer of 2012
the Saint John Coin Club
gathered at the home of Jim
Jennex for a festive barbeque, complete with great
food, drink, conversation
and even a little something
Jim is becoming known for:
numismatic trivia games.
I don’t recall who won the
grand prize, but I believe
it was either Tom Craig or
George Murray.



Washington “No Good” Token

This month’s profile is on the The Coin Cabinet located in
Moncton, NB at 1141 Main Street. The store used to be
located on Cameron Street, where Geoffrey Bell opened the
original Coin Cabinet in 1986. Brian Bell, Geoffrey’s son, assumed the day to day operations in 1995. His long time friend
Mike Wilson also ran the store when Brian was attending
coin shows from time to time.
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Our newsletter continues. Submissions encouraged.
Contact the editor. Visit us at www.sjcoinclub.com
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it. First is a Heritage auction (the same people
that are generously hosting our website) from
2008. The auction description states the token
comprised of German silver (which, of course,
doesn’t contain silver) and that there are less than
10 known, according to Russell Rulau and George
Fuld’s book, Medallic Portraits of Washington.
The token sold for $55.

Brian currently has two employees at the Main Street location: Mike Wilson and Jason Benjamin. Both are very
qualified to serve any needs in the numismatic collecting
community. The store carries coins, some stamps, Royal
Canadian Mint products, jewellery, and coin supplies.
They are open Monday through Friday from 9am to 5pm
and 10am to 3pm on Saturday. They can be reached by
phone at (506) 857-9403. Visit them online at http://
www.coincabinet.ca
<>
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Washington “No Good” token
The second reference comes from the University
of Notre Dame’s collection of Washington tokens.
On their numismatic page, they state the highlights of their collection and list this token as one
of them. Their page states their token is the third
of only three known. The point out the similarity of the reverse to the Canadian 25 cent pieces
from 1870-1936, noting the small crown was only
used from 1902-1905 (not acknowledging the 1906
small crown). They also note the origin of the
token isn’t known.
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The third reference comes from Geoffrey Bell
Auctions. They listed an example of this token
in their October 3, 2013 auction with a reserve of
$100, but the item didn’t sell. Their auction description states there are only three known.
There doesn’t seem to be a lot known about this
little token, but it’s been fun researching it, not
only because of the findings, but because it’s satisfying just to find out something about what you
have. I’ve also learned that it pays to know your
numismatic trivia and to attend coin club functions!
<>

www.facebook.com/sjcoinclub

As shown in these photos, there’s lots of space to
operate one of Canada’s top numismatic businesses
in the Coin Cabinet’s new home. Lots of room for
customers too!

No GST

by Kevin Day-Thorburn

I contacted the business to see if they remembered the
pin. The current owner, Terry Mollins told me that he
did recall that item. He told me it was made before he
came into ownership of the business in 1989 or 1990,
which would make sense since the Goods and Service
Tax came into being January 1st, 1991. Terry said it
was a promotional pin made by the shop “as a message
against the proposed GST.” The name of the business
at that time was Rockcliffe Trophies.

Advertising space is limited

R and R Antiques and Collectibles - a new shop
on King Street in Saint John
The pin is about the size of a 25-cent piece, but
resembling a loonie in shape and design, except that’s
a bit of an exaggerated bill on that loon! The words,
“No GST” appear in the design too. On the back it
has engraved, “Made in NB,” and a New Brunswick
telephone number. When I looked up the phone
number, it showed a business near Moncton.

Have you liked our Facebook Page?

Upcoming Numismatic Events
September 27, 2014 - The Canadian Numismatic
Company, online auction
Oct. 2 & 3, 2014 - Geoffrey Bell Auction Featuring
the Ritchie Malone Collection
November 22, 2014 - Geoffrey Bell Auction, Moncton, NB
November 23, 2014 - Coin Cabinet show, Moncton,
NB
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The current shop is called Premium Awards and
Recognition and is located at 164 Bateman Mill Road,
Shediac Cape, NB.
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One Saturday morning while waiting for Fundy Coins
to open uptown I spotted a new shop on King Street
and since it was the only thing open, I went in to
browse. There was a decent assortment of antiques
and such, but there wasn’t a lot that caught my eye until I eyed a pin in a box with a label marked, “50 cents
to a dollar.” It ended up costing a dollar.
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1985 Canada New Zealand Mule
by Kevin Day-Thorburn
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My discovery of this coin began with showing
off my latest library purchase to my wife, who
heroically feigned interest as I flipped through
one of the Krause Standard Catalog of World
Coin books. I bought the enormous set of five
tomes, thirty pounds of reference material,
online for $99. The pages zipped by when,
knowing I was nowhere near the Canadian section in the book, I spotted a voyageur dollar. I
backtracked and found the listing under New
Zealand.

Next Meeting: September 16th, 2014
Howard Johnson Fort Howe, Portland and
Main, Saint John, NB 7pm

Question Period with Jim Jennex
1. What is a Coinstar?
2. What does the abbreviation “DDR” stand for in the
minting of coins?
3. What was the new mintmark that was introduced by the
Royal Canadian Mint in 2006?
4. What is German silver?
5. In what year did the Saint John Coin Club hold its first
meeting?
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Email your answers to the editor and the name of anyone
with them correct will be published in the next newsletter.
in access of $4300 at a Heritage Auction (the company
that sponsors our web page). And at The Canadian
Numismatic Company’s RCNA sale in 2012 an ICCS
MS-60 example attained $4500.

1985 Mule dollar from the 2015 Standard
Catalog of World Coins 1901-2000
Since I’ve never been a big collector of Canadian nickel dollars, the variety wasn’t on my
radar, but piqued my interest. It turns out the
mule – a numismatic designation for an item
with an obverse and a reverse not normally
seen on the same coin – is a combination of a
New Zealand 50 cent obverse and a Canada
1985 reverse. Yes, in 1985 the Royal Canadian
Mint was striking circulation coinage for New
Zealand. The Krause catalog states there are
six known examples and another source I found
said up to 13 known.
There have been a few recorded sales of the
mule. At the 2002 Canadian Numismatic Association auction by Michael Walsh in Vancouver an ICCS AU-50 sold for $6600. In 2006
an ex-Belzberg collection PCGS AU-50 sold

My set of Krause Standard Catalog of World Coins
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